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UAV aerial photo of airstrip 9/6/18. Photo taken by Kim Clarke. In high resolution you can see much more detail. The
pilot on the taxiway is Dave M. flying his well-used “Ouya” . The new line markings stand out prominently.
Final approach view ↓

Auction Results

This year’s auction was another success. Despite some initial computer glitches which had the keyboard ladies under
pressure to resolve, the auction went well and had good attendance.
Buyers and sellers came from as far afield as Gore, Northland, Gisborne and New Plymouth so we really can claim that
this is a national event.
Overall the club gained some $3300 to prop up our coffers. Some quick statistics (c/o Roger Peddle, financier
extraordinaire):• Total buyers and sellers – 137
• Total turnover - $22,475
• Total number of items on offer – 590
The day started at 7 am for set up, as we were not able to get access to the hangar on the previous evening as in
previous years. By the time we had put everything away it was early evening before the team was able to get together
for a beer in the Avgas bar.
Thanks to all who took part – especially the keyboard team.
After the auction we had a number of items left which had been sold and not collected, and also a number of small
items from the fixed price table which were unsold and also not collected. We will endeavour to contact the sellers and
make arrangements for you to be re-united with your goods.

Links of a vaguely aeronautical flavour.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Remember those scalextric cars that used to fly around a track. This is something similar but better https://www.facebook.com/belgranohobbies/videos/2032171777022033/UzpfSTE5OTQyNjMwNzA4Mzg5NzE6
MjAxNzExMTU1ODU1NDEyMg/?multi_permalinks=2017111558554122&notif_id=1528086041692236&notif_t=
group_activity
Want to build a replica Nieuport fighter? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaotIR0nMW4 and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKG-HGdrqqo
New jet concept. Why? Because you can ! https://youtu.be/jLbiaS95s08
Something similar but electric - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vljy3lKIN-0&feature=pushfr&attr_tag=EFgUDyrIgH07rOop-6
Learn slope soaring from the experts. Note the slotted wing tips to control tip stall.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2CxK-TQxkM
I dare you to build one :- https://www.facebook.com/interestingengineering/videos/1894868597249502/
OOOPs! https://www.facebook.com/concordskyhawks/videos/vb.160642501730/10155592435051731/?type=2&theater

Congratulations – to Isaac Allen for gaining his BP “wings”.
Wanted - I’m looking for a 1/4 scale or larger tiger moth. Kit preferred but anything considered. Contact Mike Wilson
0211689243 or email mikeywilson@gmail.com.

Roger’s new “Turbinator” (by Roger Hutson)
Allan Dick and I discussed building a Ziroli Turbinator for a couple of years before he passed away. We were both
undecided but as it worked out, I bought the plan and had yet to reach a decision; Allan copied my plan and eventually
bought a kit from Precision Kit Cutters. Sadly Allan died before he could build it and in February I purchased the kit from
his estate.
The build has reached a stage where I can take some photos as it is starting to look like a jet model. Yesterday I joined
the two wing sections together and today was the first chance to see if they fitted correctly on the wing saddles.
Amazingly they are a good fit. I now have to fix the wing to the fuselage and build the air intakes over the top of the
wings.
I have finished glassing the wings, hatch and control surfaces and I am delaying glassing the fuselage until the air intakes
are finished.
All control surfaces, wings and tail feathers
have yet to be fitted. Everything is held in
place with masking tape so I could take some
photos.
I am thinking of using a Kingtech 85 turbine
and have fitted a 2.5 litre fuel tank and
Intairco air trap. The electrics from two 4000
mAh 7.2V LIPOs will run through a Smartfly
Competition 12 box with a Futaba 7014
receiver. I have Robart electric retracts
already fitted. The 3" wheels and brakes will
be Intairco. All up dry weight should be
around 20lbs which is at the low end of Nick
Ziroli's specs.

New members
We have had a sudden burst of new member enquiries and
more are on the way. Is this a sign that people are recognising
that we have one of NZ’s best model flying facilities? Please
welcome –
Phil Pieter (aka “Bling”),
Ross Bagot
Isaac Allen

Cory McConnell (junior)
Tim Flowerday
Tom Driscall

It is great to see the growing cadre of junior members joining
the club. Please give them all your support as these are the next
generation which will take the hobby forward.

Prof Flapbracket
Message to all needle twiddlers – leave it alone!. Most engines will start and run quite
reliably with very infrequent and minor adjustment to carburettor settings, arising from
changes in barometric pressure or fuel formula. Recently the Prof espied a flyer frantically
twiddling his needle (for the avoidance of doubt - his model engine’s needle) while the
engine was barely above an idle. This had no effect.
Modern carburettors are very simple devices. They have two adjustments – the main needle and the idle screw. The
main needle limits the overall fuel flow and can only be tuned at full revs. The idle screw controls the idle mixture
and also the mixture through the transition period between idle and full revs. The carb is set up such that as the
throttle is increased the idle jet progressively allows more fuel to flow, until it transitions to the high-speed setting
dictated by the main needle.
So how to set it up?
➢ First set the main and idle needle/screw to the recommended manufacturers setting. Idle screws should not
need to be adjusted as they are generally pre-set by the manufacturer. Every manufacturer has a different

➢
➢

➢

➢

approach to the idle setting -some are based on turns open from closed, others are based on lining up
mechanical components of the adjustment assembly.
As the motor warms up, turn off the glow plug driver and bring the motor up to full throttle. Adjust the
main needle to get maximum revs and then back it off a fraction to avoid getting too lean.
Drop the motor back to idle. Adjust the idle speed by adjusting your mechanical linkage or by using your
transmitter travel adjustment. Further adjustment can be made by your transmitter trim setting.
o Check the idle mixture control by seeing what happens when you advance the throttle. Don’t slam it
open, just a normal speed increase.
o If the motor dies on transition up = too lean
o If the motor splutters and stumbles on transition up, with lots of smoke = too rich
o Another check of the idle mixture is if the motor sags when the glow plug driver is removed – this could
be a sign of the motor not up to temperature, too ‘cold’ a plug rating, or a rich idle mixture.
Adjust the idle adjustment as required to get a reliable idle and transition. Do this in SMALL steps – no more
than 1/8 of a turn at a time. Remember than on a twin needle carb you unscrew the adjustment (increase
fuel flow) to make richer. On an air bleed carb you screw the adjustment in to make richer (reduce the air
supply). It helps to take a note of the starting position so you can always go back to a common reference
point.
There is always some interaction between the idle screw and main needle. Once you have gone through the
above process, recheck your high speed needle.

General
•

•

•

We have now had 3 indoor flying sessions which
have been well attended. A further 2 are planned,
at the end of which we will (if sufficient interest)
organise a few more.
New dynamic soaring record. This sport is getting
to be very technical with transonic wing sections.
Not many of us would be prepared to fly in 80mph
winds, but the real scary part must be in keeping
the thing in visual contact at these speeds where
the model is almost invisible. →
Hanging from the ceiling at Melbourne Museum is
a replica of a 1910 Duiger Pusher Biplane. This
machine is apparently certified and airworthy.
Notably it has a tricycle undercarriage and ailerons
for roll control. That’s a lot of development in the
6 years since the Wright brothers’ (or Richard
Pearce if you prefer) first flight ↓

• Rumour has it that one of our members lost a model in the
jungle between the North end of the runway and the paintball
centre. He used a quadcopter to overfly the area and was able to
spot his plane. This greatly simplified the recovery operation. The
good news is that his plane was undamaged. Lesson - be nice to
the multirotor flyers as you may need their services one day!

Important Notice
The website address has been changed from taurangamodelfly.nz to taurangamodelfly.org. Currently both
addresses are working but you should save the “.org” in your favourites list. This change has been made as we
have updated our account to provide more functionality, improved security, allow the correct URL to be seen at
the top of the page, and to eliminate those pesty adverts.

Photos from 9/6/18
Fiesler Storch flown by Elton
(Matamata)

Roger P walking his Pawnee back to the pits.

Roger H taxiing his jet back to the pits

Its such hard work flying. Solving the world’s problems between flights

Over 20 vehicles in the pits carpark

Defending our honour - Thermal Thaw 2018

(Bill de Renzy)

The Tauranga Radian team left the Western Bay Council
carpark at 7.00am on Sunday morning 24th June and
headed north to collect Rob from Katikati then carry on
to the Ambury Park Farm in Mangere, commonly known
as the rock garden because of the stony ground which
has been vastly improved over the years the park has
been farmed.
We arrived at 9.45am and greeted everyone (eyed up
the opposition) and readied ourselves for the day.
The pilots briefing was short and concise and the first
round started about 10.15am. Conditions were tricky
with a Northerly breeze coming across the trees and pit
area causing a rotor / turbulence across the landing area.
The sun came out but lift was patchy and tricky to work, I got my time on the first round but missed my landing points
which meant that I had no chance of a good place for the finish. Tony, Bruce and Rob all had reasonable times which
bode well for the start of the contest.
Round two saw a shower come through and some concern shown by contestants with planes being dismantled and put
away however the disruption was short lived and the second round got underway much the same as the first with lift
hard to find and stay in it. Times were swinging wildly ranging from 2.5 to 3.0 minutes to maximums (7.0 minutes)
Hot vegetable soup was on offer as round two followed and I heard a comment from one of the Tauranga team that
they wouldn’t have cared if there was no flying because the food was so good!
Round three got underway and the wind had come up some more and conditions were just as hard as had been in the
morning sessions but the contest was over and the scores were being collated so what you had was what you got! Rob
unfortunately broke his Radian and this put him out for the later contest.
“All up – Last down” was a hotly contested task with Tony taking the win after a dual with Dave Larsen from Auckland.
We as a team faired pretty well as there was a concerted effort by the Auckland guys this year not to let the trophy
return to Tauranga. Prize giving saw the results for the first few
places were –
Bruce 3rd
Tony 6th
Bill 9th
Trevor, Gary and Rob were spread through the rest of the 20
contestants.
Raffles were then drawn and Tauranga featured well with taking 3
of the 5 prizes on offer –
Rob – a glue pack
Bill – a Lipo battery
Tony - The new Radian
We were a pretty happy team and headed home without the cup but loaded with prizes and memories, typical Auckland
motorway saw the notice saying State Highway two was blocked due to a crash so a diversion to Te Kawhata and out
through to Smyths Quarry to miss the accident spot which was named as Maramarua. Lucky us – we arrived at the
intersection where the accident had happened and were let through – off to the Waikino Pub for a quick celebratory ale
before finally heading home.

That’s all for this month folks. Winter is now on us but this means clear, calm but cool
days. The days are getting longer. Bring a warm jacket.
Dave Marriott
Editor.

